The subject is too new a field of research for me to do more than blaze a somewhat imperfect trail,” Esther Stevens Fraser wrote in a pioneering 1925 article on painted chests, one of the first studies of southeastern Pennsylvania furniture.  Although much work has been done since Fraser’s...
early efforts, most scholarship has focused on Philadelphia or particular forms or ethnic groups. William Penn’s policy of religious tolerance resulted in Pennsylvania being the most culturally diverse of the thirteen colonies—home to English, Irish, and Welsh Quakers; Scots-Irish Presbyterians; and German-speaking Lutherans, Reformed, Mennonites, Moravians, Schwenkfelders, and other sectarian groups. This diversity was reflected in the region’s furniture through locally distinctive expressions of form, ornament, or construction. These localisms, together with the people who made and owned the furniture, are the focus of Winterthur’s latest exhibition and publication *Paint, Pattern & People: Furniture of Southeastern Pennsylvania, 1725–1850*, on view from April 2, 2011, through January 8, 2012.

Over the past four years, more than 250 private and museum collections, as well as dozens of auctions and antiques shows were visited to locate documented furniture for which a maker and/or original owner was known. This search was aided by a strong network of collectors, dealers, and museum colleagues who generously shared their time and knowledge as hundreds of pieces of furniture were examined. Ultimately distinctive groups began to emerge that helped define locally specific characteristics and some remarkable new discoveries were made.

Spice boxes are one of the most iconic furniture forms associated with southeastern Pennsylvania, especially Chester County. Although many examples have inlaid dates and
owners’ initials on them, few are known with documentation of a maker. When this diminutive spice box with line-and-berry inlay (Fig. 1) was discovered in a private collection, it not only had a history of ownership in the Hartshorn (Hartshorne) family of West Nottingham, Chester County, but also the partial signature of a joiner, John Coulson. Inscribed on several of the drawer bottoms is the name “John Coul...,” believed to be John Coulson (1737–1812). At the time this box was made, John was likely apprenticed to his father, Thomas, a documented joiner. Thomas Coulson was born in 1703 in the village of Hartshorne, Derbyshire, England. When Thomas died in 1763 he left “to my son John Coulson all the Utensils of Husbandry on said Place and Two Horses and Two Cows and half my Joyners Tools.” When John Coulson died in 1812, he may no longer have been working as a joiner as only some “old plains” and “Half Inch poplar Boards” are listed in his inventory. Living in the same community, and perhaps having come at the same time to Chester County from the village of Hartshorne in England, it is not surprising that there were close ties between the Coulsons and the Hartshorns. The association of this spice box with the Nottingham area helps to connect similarly inlaid and ornamented pieces without family histories or makers’ signatures to that same locale.

Line-and-berry inlay appears on various forms, ranging from spice boxes to tall chests, and is highly sought after by collectors. When this double dome-top desk-and-bookcase (Fig. 2) surfaced last summer, it was the first example of the form with line-and-berry inlay to survive intact—an exciting discovery! Although some of the inlay on the drawer fronts relates to other known line-and-berry furniture, the organization of the
rail-and-stile door panels and the inlay on them is unique. Made of cherry and constructed in one piece, this desk descended in the Montgomery family. The inlaid initials “W” and “M” at the top of the door panels are probably for the original owner, William Montgomery (1665/6–1742), a Scots-Irish Presbyterian who came to America about 1722 and settled in northern Delaware. His son Alexander Montgomery was likely the next owner, which accounts for the initial “A” that was later inlaid in the center of the cornice molding. Although the desk’s maker is unknown, its stylish urban form provides early evidence of sophisticated cabinetmaking in southern Chester County.

In addition to line-and-berry inlay, the Nottingham area is noted for a distinctive group of furniture associated with cabinetmaker Jacob Brown. Nearly fifty years ago, Margaret Berwind Schiffer published a walnut tall clock (Fig. 3) made for Irish immigrant James McDowell (1742–1815), citing letters sent to McDowell in 1788 from Benjamin Chandlee Jr., maker of the movement, and Jacob Brown, who made the clock case. Tantalizing information, but the whereabouts of the clock and letters were unknown until online genealogy research discovered them still in the possession of McDowell descendants. A close reading of Brown’s letter to McDowell then occasioned a rethinking of which Jacob Brown was the maker of the clock case. Ultimately, the correct Jacob Brown (1746–1802) was identified and the public venue after his death provided evidence of an active shop with an extensive stock of lumber, numerous joiner’s tools, and unfinished furniture—including three “Clock cases not finished.” McDowell’s clock has survived remarkably intact, retaining the original feet, rosettes, and two of the three original finials. With firm documentation to the Nottingham area, this clock case is key
High chests with makers’ signatures are rare, even from urban centers such as Philadelphia. Thus the discovery of this commanding striped maple example (Fig. 5) was remarkable as it was signed and dated by joiner Seth Pancoast in 1766. Born in Burlington County, New Jersey, to English Quakers William and Hannah (Scattergood) Pancoast, Seth presumably served his apprenticeship in Darby, Chester (now Delaware) County, where he met and married Esther Coppock in 1741. To whom he apprenticed is unknown, though James Bartram and Joseph Hibberd are likely candidates. Although the high chest has no provenance, it relates closely to a dressing table that descended in the Coppock family and possibly they were made as companion pieces. Both examples suggest that Pancoast was familiar with the work of Philadelphia artisans. The overall format of the high chest’s broken-scroll pediment; central drawer in the tympanum; meticulously detailed carved rosettes; shells on the knees; and exaggerated trifid feet are distinctive and accomplished details.

In contrast with the chests of drawers used for storage by to identifying other cases from this area.  

A search for furniture associated with Scots-Irish settlers led to some of the oldest Presbyterian churches in the region. At the Donegal Presbyterian Church in western Lancaster County, just a few miles east of the Susquehanna River, a communion table with distinctive cup-and-baluster turned legs connected by a stretcher base was discovered (Fig. 4). The Donegal settlement was virtually on the western frontier when Scots-Irish immigrants erected a log church there in the early 1720s. This exceptional table was probably among the building’s original furnishings. Due to the remoteness of the church and early date of the table, it may have been made by a member of the congregation—possibly carpenter James Murray, who died in 1747 possessed of saws and molding planes. Accompanying the table is a pewter communion service of two flagons and four two-handle cups made by William Eddon and a set of four fluted plates, or patens, made by Richard King, both of London.
many English-speaking inhabitants, most Pennsylvania Germans favored the use of lift-top chests, which were usually made of either walnut, or pine or tulip-poplar if painted. Some of the more pervasive myths involve these iconic objects; the most common one is that they were “dower chests,” which implies they were made exclusively for young women in preparation for marriage. In fact, both young men and women were given chests, typically in their teenage years. These chests then accompanied the owners into their married life. By and large, they were not made as dower chests.

When the chest inscribed across the front “Adam Minnich in Bern Bercks gaunti im jar 1796” (Adam Minnich in Bern [Township] Berks County in the year 1796) surfaced at auction in 2006 (Fig. 6), it validated this fact in a variety of respects. Another myth surrounding painted chests is the assumption that the designs carry religious or symbolic meaning. Although the lions and unicorns on the Minnich chest might suggest a masculine object, the existence of an identical chest made for Maria Grim and also dated 1796 demonstrates that this decoration was equally appropriate for a female.

Pennsylvania German furniture dated prior to 1760 is rare and nearly all known examples lack documentation as to maker or owner. Thus the serendipitous discovery of a tall clock dated 1745 with the names of the owners, Andreas and Catharina Beierle, carved on the case was an exciting find (Fig. 7). Doubtless the work of a German émigré craftsman, the clock is ornamented with relief carving from the solid wood—a Germanic technique that would reach its zenith in Lancaster rococo furniture several decades later. Although the unusual motifs on the pendulum door were initially puzzling, research yielded an explanation. A German emigrant, Andreas Beierle (1713–1781) settled in Lancaster by 1743 and was an innkeeper and baker by trade. The motifs carved below the glass bull’s-eye represent his profession: at the top is a pretzel (a traditional baker’s symbol), followed by two Manchet (lemon-shape rolls) and milk bread, a special roll that is baked in pairs; both types represent the finest sort of white bread eaten at the table. Due to its early date, history of ownership, and close ties to European precedents, the Beierle clock provides an important link between Old and New World craft traditions.

Fig. 10: John Fisher, by Lewis Miller (1796–1882), York, York County, Pennsylvania, 1808. Watercolor and ink on wove paper. H. 6, W. 3 in. York County Heritage Trust.
Fisher was also a talented painter and woodcarver. In 1796 the York County Commissioners paid him £25 for “Painting the Coat of Arms to and for the use of the Court House” and £5 for “Carving and Guilding the Image to the same.” The painting survives (Fig. 12) and features two white horses flanking a central shield topped by an eagle, all above the state motto “Virtue, Liberty, and Independence.” Within the shield are images symbolizing Pennsylvania’s heritage, including a ship under full sail, a plow, and three sheaves of wheat. Given Fisher’s skill as a carver, he probably also made the ornate frame for the painting.

The final discovery presented in the exhibition is an extraordinary kitchen cupboard from Berks County (Fig. 13). When this object appeared at auction in 2008, the paint was so pristine that it almost seemed too good to be true. With help from Winterthur’s head furniture conservator Mark Anderson and senior scientist Dr. Jennifer Mass, analytical study determined that its brilliant decoration was indeed original and the vibrant palette was identified as a red lead ground with vermilion decoration. The maker was revealed by an inscription in German script on one of the backboards, “Jacob A Blatt / 1848.” A lifelong resident of Berks County, Blatt (1801–1878) was probably at work by the early 1820s; he is listed in the 1850 census as a cabinetmaker. In sharp contrast to the painted decoration are the striped maple fronts on the five small drawers. The shelves in the upper section have grooves and a rail for the display of dishes; notches cut in the front of the middle shelf are for holding spoons. The doors of the lower section flank a central scrolled bracket reminiscent of those used on the fronts of pillar-and-scroll chests of drawers. On the back of the cupboard, a section of paint on the lower case shows how Blatt experimented with the color and graining technique before applying it to the primary surfaces.

Many more discoveries are presented in the Paint, Pattern & People exhibition and accompanying publication, where numerous examples of well-documented furniture provide a foundation on which to build new interpretations of the region’s furniture and people. Hopefully, this work is only the beginning of an ongoing discussion. Eighty-six years after the publication of Esther Stevens Fraser’s article on Pennsylvania German painted chests, her words remain as true as ever. For more information on the exhibition and publication call 800.448.3883 or visit www.winterthur.org/sepa. The catalogue is available from www.winterthurstore.com.

Wendy A. Cooper, the Lois F. and Henry S. McNeil Senior Curator of Furniture at Winterthur Museum, and Lisa Minardi, the Assistant Curator of Furniture for the Southeastern Pennsylvania Furniture Project, are co-authors of the accompanying publication Paint, Pattern & People: Furniture of Southeastern Pennsylvania, 1725–1850.
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Fig. 13: Kitchen cupboard by Jacob Blatt (1801–1878), Bern (now Centre) Township, Berks County, Pennsylvania, 1848. Tulip-poplar, maple, white pine, paint, brass, iron, glass. H. 82¼, W. 58½, D. 20 in. Winterthur Museum purchase with funds drawn from the Centenary Fund and acquired through the bequest of Henry Francis du Pont (2008.28).